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Abstract Identity recognition is an important global matter. As far as Taiwan is
concerned, identity becomes a confusing and tangled matter because of its intricate
history and multiple immigration society. The movies, as a kind of important media,
have been playing a significant role in issues of projecting and building the identity
recognition. This article, based on teasing out changes of the relationship between the
movies and the issues of identity of Taiwan, generalizes two major kinds of context:
one is that national identity taking country-and-nationality as the framework for
thinking; another is that local identity taking local ethnics as the framework for
thinking. And on the basis of these two major contexts, Good Neighbors and Cape
No.7 are chosen as typical cases to analyze in different contexts how identity is
projected and built in screenplays. By careful reading and comparative analyzing, we
can find that changes of the identity model and the construction strategy present in
movies are just the surface as the backdrop of times and the context of identity change.
In fact, the way of treatment of the identity recognition in movies does not make a
meaningful breakthrough or change, which brings about transition from conflict to
compromise and difference to unity, builds consistent, continuous and steady features
and reaches the identity recognition by means of special written content and forms.
Furthermore, during the process of building the identity, obvious structural gap and
blank actually exist in movies —— that to fill the gap and build the continuity of
identity by partial historical describing in which portraying and blank-leaving coexist
—— that to hide the difference and build the unity of identity by authoritative identity
assimilating heretical identity and the mighty incorporating the weak. In other words,
identity writing does not frankly figure out and face history, or truly understand and
accept the common difference, and has been writing difference in unity and gap in
continuity. And this kind of written form in which the surface does not agree with the
essence reflects the important reason why the issue of Taiwan identity has been in a
tangled situation for a long time.
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